Event Booking Contract
FORM FOR SERVICES WITH
Seattle’s Princesses by Palettes and Pairings
(425) 889-5100
princessparties@palettesandpairings.com
This is an agreement between ______________________________________________
and Princess Parties by Palettes and Pairings.
Phone number_________________________________
YOUR EMAIL: _____________________________________
DATE OF PARTY __________________________________________________________
Party Start Time(Guest arrival time) ____________________________________________
Time of Performance(we recommend having your character arrive at least 15-30 minutes
after your guests arrive) _____________________________________________________
How many hours? __________________________________________________________
Package _________________________________________________________________
Character(s): ____Ice Queen ____Ice Princess ____Apple Princess ____Beauty
____Sleeping Princess ___Tower Princess ___Glass Slipper Princes ___Mermaid Princess
____Scottish Princess ___First Princess ___Tinker Fairy ___Tea Party Princess

Address of the PARTY
_________________________________________________________________________
Venue (house, community center, hall, inside or outside? Is this a FORMAL event?)
_________________________________________________________________________
Name of birthday child _______________ Age Turning ___ Is our visit a surprise?________
Is the party on their actual birthdate?___________________________________
How many children estimated?________ Boys _____ vs. Girls______ Age range________
Have you ever facilitated a princess/character party in the past? ______________________
Are there specific requirements you have for your princess/character?_________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Total Payment Due is: ________________
Booking Fee required of 50% ___________
Balance to be given at the party__________
DEPOSITS MUST BE MADE WITHIN 72 HOURS GUARANTEE YOUR BOOKING

Once the contract is received a link will be provided for you to pay your deposit. Balances
are to be paid discreetly at the party and can be in either cash or check. Gratuity is not
required but if you feel your performer exceed your expectations it is always appreciated.
Permission is granted for Princess Parties by Palettes and Pairings to take pictures at your
event, and use on the internet, or, for marketing: yes_____ no_____ (please initial)
Princess Parties by Palettes and Pairings is not responsible for accidental injuries or
property damage. It is the responsibility of the host and/or parents to provide appropriate
supervision. If a child is misbehaving, and putting others at risk, the parent MUST take that
child aside.
**In case of inclement weather (dangerous weather, not just rain) both the performer and
the client have the right to reschedule the party.
I Agree with the contract and I have read and understand the policies
_________________________(sign/date)
Please return this form to princessparties@palettesandpairings.com
Please review and keep the attached Policies and Reminders.
POLICIES AND REMINDERS
(Keep this portion for your records)
***ABSOLUTLEY NO REFUNDS AFTER PERFORMANCE IS COMPLETED
*Actresses may be requested but are not guaranteed.
* Provide parking space(s) for performer(s)
*If you are late for your party, the performer is NOT expected to stay later. They will stick
to original time frame. If in the unlikely event the performer is late due to traffic, weather
conditions, unforeseen complications or other acts of God a phone call will be made to
inform the client of the delay with an estimated time of arrival. Any missed time will be
made up for at the end.
* Be prepared to assist performer(s) with unloading/loading materials
* Provide adequate space for group activities
* Structure party activities to fit allotted time frame (performer(s) will begin and end at
agreed-upon time)..
* For face painting we will need a corner of a table and two chairs for child and face
painter
* We DO NOT represent any Disney or copy-written character.
* Parents must supervise their children. Our performers are to provide entertainment,
not discipline for the children. If children behave in unsafe manors, ie. Shoving,
hitting, etc. the parent MUST take the child aside.
* HAVE BALANCE IN AN ENVELOPE AND READY FOR PERFORMER. Please provide
payment discreetly as to not ruin the magic for any children that may see or hear.

